Probing the molecular connectivity of water confined in polymer hydrogels.
The molecular connectivity and the extent of hydrogen-bond patterns of water molecules confined in the polymer hydrogels, namely, cyclodextrin nanosponge hydrogels, are here investigated by using vibrational spectroscopy experiments. The proposed spectroscopic method exploits the combined analysis of the vibrational spectra of polymers hydrated with water and deuterated water, which allows us to separate and selectively investigate the temperature-evolution of the HOH bending mode of engaged water molecules and of the vibrational modes assigned to specific chemical groups of the polymer matrix involved in the physical interactions with water. As main results, we find a strong experimental evidence of a liquid-like behaviour of water molecules confined in the nano-cavities of hydrogel and we observe a characteristic destructuring effect on the hydrogen-bonds network of confined water induced by thermal motion. More interestingly, the extent of this temperature-disruptive effect is found to be selectively triggered by the cross-linking degree of the hydrogel matrix. These results give a more clear picture of the molecular mechanism of water confinement in the pores of nanosponge hydrogel and open the possibility to exploit the spectroscopic method here proposed as investigating tools for water-retaining soft materials.